Discovering sequence motifs.
Sequence motif discovery algorithms are an important part of the computational biologist's toolkit. The purpose of motif discovery is to discover patterns in biopolymer (nucleotide or protein) sequences to better understand the structure and function of the molecules the sequences represent. This chapter provides an overview of the use of sequence motif discovery in biology and a general guide to the use of motif discovery algorithms. This chapter examines the types of biological features that DNA and protein motifs can represent and their usefulness. This chapter also defines what sequence motifs are, how they are represented, and general techniques for discovering them. The primary focus of the chapter is on one aspect of motif discovery: discovering motifs in a set of unaligned DNA or protein sequences. This chapter also provides the steps useful for checking the biological validity and investigating the function of sequence motifs using methods such as motif scanning-searching for matches to motifs in a given sequence or a database of sequences. A discussion of some limitations of motif discovery concludes the chapter.